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**Glossary**

**Index**
The other day, I was trying to teach my friend how to play Texas Hold ‘em poker. In the game, there are only a few actions that you can take: call, raise, fold, or check; yet the game is very complex, and it isn’t at all obvious when you should take one of those actions.

I realized that there were just a few factors to consider, but that they created too many combinations to make me feel sure that I had covered all the important situations for my friend. Some of the factors going into the decision about your action are which seat you are in, how many other people have stayed in, how many have yet to act after you, the probability of improving your hand compared to the current pot size, and the type of each of the players.

For example, if the size of the pot compared to how much I have to put in is too small compared to my chances of improving my hand, then I usually fold regardless of any other factors. However, if everyone before me has folded and there are only one or two people after me, I might raise, unless I know that the players yet to act are the type to protect their antes (blinds). On the other hand, even if I have a good hand with good chances for improving it, if there are one or two really aggressive players still in, I might fold just to stay out of their way.

These kinds of multifactor decisions are very common in software development. The Decision Table is an RML systems model that helps you analyze all the permutations of complex logic in a comprehensive way. Decision Tables are used to answer the question, “Under what conditions will this outcome occur?” or “Given these conditions, what outcome should I choose?” The format of the model allows you to easily ensure that all possible conditions are being checked and acted upon properly. Decision Tables are used if there is no specific order to evaluating the decisions. If the decisions need to be made in any kind of order, a Decision Tree should be used instead (see Chapter 17, “Decision Tree”).
Decision Tables show all possible combinations of a set of conditions and their corresponding outcomes, represented in a grid. The Decision Table format allows you to ensure completeness. Because the full quantity of combinations is known, you can be 100 percent certain that you have looked at every permutation. It is easier for technical teams to use Decision Tables than tree structures because every option is shown in an organized format. A Decision Tree can get cumbersome when it attempts to show all possible conditions and outcomes.

The advantages of a Decision Table over a Decision Tree are visual traceability and speed. You can instantly trace an outcome back to the conditions that cause that particular outcome. You can also always trace all the potential outcomes from a condition. A table is faster to create than a Decision Tree, because with Decision Trees you have to rearrange your branches for every new branch that you add. If you decide to create both, it usually is best to create a Decision Table first, before you create your tree, so that you have an idea of what the layout should look like.

**Decision Table Template**

A Decision Table is represented as a grid, as shown in Figure 16-1. The top row contains labels for the business rules. The first column contains all the possible conditions and outcomes. Each of the remaining columns in the grid represents the outcomes valid for the specified choices. Collectively, the combination of choices and outcomes in a column make up each business rule.
A condition is an individual check such as “Lives in the United States - Yes or No” or “Marital status - single, married, divorced, or widowed.” We use the term “condition” instead of the more common term “decision” because “decision” implies that there is an order to the decision process, whereas “condition” does not.

The choices for a condition are the set of possible values for that condition. Choices can be binary, such as Yes or No or True or False; they can be multi-valued, such as ages 0-9, 10-21, 22-34, and 35+; or they can be a dash (-), meaning that the choice is irrelevant. The outcomes can have unique identifiers on them to help reference them from requirements.

Each outcome cell either contains an X, a number, a dash, or is left blank, as explained in Table 16-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Rule 1</th>
<th>Rule 2</th>
<th>Rule 3</th>
<th>Rule 4</th>
<th>Rule 5</th>
<th>Rule 6</th>
<th>Rule 7</th>
<th>Rule 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition 1</td>
<td>choice 1a</td>
<td>choice 1b</td>
<td>choice 1a</td>
<td>choice 1b</td>
<td>choice 1a</td>
<td>choice 1b</td>
<td>choice 1a</td>
<td>choice 1b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 2</td>
<td>choice 2a</td>
<td>choice 2b</td>
<td>choice 2a</td>
<td>choice 2b</td>
<td>choice 2a</td>
<td>choice 2b</td>
<td>choice 2a</td>
<td>choice 2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 3</td>
<td>choice 3a</td>
<td>choice 3b</td>
<td>choice 3a</td>
<td>choice 3b</td>
<td>choice 3a</td>
<td>choice 3b</td>
<td>choice 3a</td>
<td>choice 3b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 16-1** The Decision Table template.

A rule is the particular set of choices for each condition that have to match for the outcomes to apply. For example, the condition “lives in the United States = yes” and the condition “Marital status = single” could form the choices that make up a rule that says a specific outcome applies. The rules don’t have names; they are just permutations of all the possible choices of all the conditions and valid outcomes. Rules eventually become business rules in your requirements. For example, in the template, if the choices choice 1a, choice 2a, and choice 3a are true, then outcomes 2, 3, and 4 apply.

**TABLE 16-1** Outcome and Choice Intersection Elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Outcome applies when the choices are valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Outcome applies when the choices are valid; the outcomes should be executed in a specified order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Outcome is irrelevant (does not apply) when the choices are valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>Outcome is unknown; follow-up is needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tool Tip** Decision Tables are typically created as Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Word tables or in a requirements management tool that allows you to create tables of requirements.
Example

An insurance company has a formalized process for determining which homeowner policies a customer is eligible for. Their decision process is modeled in the Decision Table in Figure 16-2. The model provides the assurance that all possible combinations are considered, because every combination of choice for every condition is included.

For example, the Decision Table tells us that if a customer has passed a credit check, has an existing policy, and has been a homeowner for 20 years, then he is eligible for policies A, B, and C. If the same customer did not have an existing policy, then he would be eligible for policies A and B.

Looking at the complete table, you can see where unnecessary columns can be pruned. For example, being a homeowner and having existing policies with the company are irrelevant if the person fails the credit check. Figure 16-3 shows the simplified table.

Creating Decision Tables

The high-level steps for creating a Decision Table are outlined in Figure 16-4. We suggest an order to the steps; however, you might do this differently, as discussed later in this chapter, in the “Identify Outcomes” section. To illustrate how to create Decision Tables, this section continues with the example scenario from the previous section.
Identify Conditions

Think about all the potential conditions that apply to the situation and list them in the first column of your table. Conditions can be decisions that people make, data attributes that trigger various business rules, or any other factor (Gottesdiener 2005). Each condition needs its own row in the table. If you combined multiple conditions, it would be very hard to check for completeness. Figure 16-5 shows the first part of the table with just the possible conditions. A condition will often reference specific data fields from a Data Dictionary. In those cases, use the `<object.field> notation, as described in Chapter 21, “Data Dictionary.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passed credit check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total years as homeowner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 16-5 The conditions.

Identify Choices

When you identify choices, you first need to determine what the choices are, then you might re-order your conditions in the table based on the choices, and then you enumerate the choices to build the rules columns.

Determining Valid Choices

After you have the conditions, consider the possible choices for each condition. Look at your Data Dictionary to identify valid values for the field. Some conditions will have binary choices of Yes and No or True and False, but the choices can be more complex, such as a range of numbers or matching words. There is no requirement that the conditions all be binary; in fact, the table can be simpler if a single multi-choice condition is used instead of several binary conditions. For example, if the condition is “Years as a homeowner,” you might have three potential choices for that condition that should be modeled: more than five years, one to five years, and less than one year.

Make sure that the choices you use reflect all possible choices for the condition. If you miss any possible choices, your table will be incomplete and you cannot guarantee that you have all of the requirements. For a particular condition, the choices must also be mutually exclusive, in that only one can exist at a time. A condition cannot have overlapping ranges such that each could simultaneously match because they share values. For example, the ranges 0–1 and 1–5 overlap because each includes the number 1. If you need to specify ranges like this, use the following type of range definitions instead: <1 and 1–5, or <=1 and >1–5.
Reordering Conditions
You do not need to list the conditions in any specific order; however, it is generally easier to make a table when they are listed in the order of number of choices. The condition that has the fewest choices should be the first condition. For example, if you have a rule such as, “If the customer failed the credit check, then automatically decline him,” then you can cut out half of your permutations. You don’t need to do any work to evaluate the rest of the conditions; they just don’t matter. The condition that has the most choices should be the last condition listed. This order puts the most constraining conditions at the top of the list, which aids you in reviewing and simplifying the table.

Enumerating Choices
Now you add rules (columns) to enumerate all possible combinations of choices for all conditions. If you multiply the number of choices together for each condition, you can determine how many columns you need. If you have just one condition with two choices, you will need only two columns. If you have three conditions with two choices each, you will need eight columns (2 x 2 x 2 = 8). In this example, there are two choices for the first condition (Y or N), two for the second condition (Y or N), and three for the third condition (>5, 1–5, or<1), so there are 12 columns (2 x 2 x 3 = 12).

In addition to each choice being mutually exclusive, each rule needs to be mutually exclusive. This means that you should have no columns with the same set of choices.

The order of the rules should make it easy to recognize that all possible choices of conditions are being examined. In the first row, group all the like choices together. In the example, for the first condition, half will be Y and half will be N, so make the first four columns Y and the second four N, as in Figure 16-6.

![Figure 16-6](image)
The first condition with choices.

For the second condition, half of the Ys from the first condition will be Y and half will be N. This results in the pattern in Figure 16-7.

![Figure 16-7](image)
The second condition with choices.

Finally, in the third condition, alternate the three choices again to get the pattern in Figure 16-8. When you complete the conditions and choices of a Decision Table, you will get a result that looks like this. Remember that you will have more columns if you have more conditions or valid choices for conditions.
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FIGURE 16-8 All conditions with all choices enumerated.

Identify Outcomes

The combinations of choices lead to one or more outcomes. Outcomes are the decisions, conclusions, or actions that occur when the choices are valid. Add the outcomes to the first column of your table, below all of the conditions. Figure 16-9 shows our same scenario with outcomes added.

FIGURE 16-9 Outcomes.

You might find it easier to identify the outcomes first. If you know your outcomes and want to determine the conditions under which they are valid, start with the outcomes part of the table and then identify conditions and choices. It is possible that you might start with a few business rules, so creating the table with just a few rules filled in can quickly show where there are gaps in your information.

Label Valid Outcomes by Choice Combinations

Each column now represents a possible combination of choices for the conditions. Label the valid outcomes under the combination of choices. If you know that an outcome is not valid, mark it with a dash, and if you are not sure, leave it blank to follow up later. Figure 16-10 shows the resulting Decision Table for the scenario.

FIGURE 16-10 The complete Decision Table.
Simplify the Decision Table

Because so many columns are necessary even with just a few conditions, it is best to try to simplify your table as early in the process as feasible. If there are specific rules that are only dependent on a few of the conditions, that means that you do not need to evaluate other conditions. You should combine the rules to remove the ones that differ in conditions and not in outcomes.

When a condition is irrelevant to the outcome, put a dash in the cell for that condition. Do not just haphazardly delete columns, though! You must ensure that all combinations are included in the table, using the dash to represent those conditions whose choices do not matter. For example, you know that when a customer fails the credit check, she is declined, so you do not need to evaluate the existing-policy or years-as-a-homeowner conditions. Figure 16-11 shows the example after it has been simplified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Rule 1</th>
<th>Rule 2</th>
<th>Rule 3</th>
<th>Rule 4</th>
<th>Rule 5</th>
<th>Rule 6</th>
<th>Rule 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passed credit check</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing policy</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total years as homeowner</td>
<td>× 5</td>
<td>1 - 8</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>× 5</td>
<td>1 - 8</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 16-11** The simplified Decision Table.

In simplifying your table, you might discover that some conditions are always irrelevant. You can remove those conditions and further condense your table. Finally, if, after you complete your table, you see that certain outcomes are always executed in tandem, you can combine those outcomes into a single outcome.

Using Decision Tables

Decision Tables can make very complex decisions appear orderly and complete because the table communicates a lot of information in a very compact format.

Making Decisions

A business can use a Decision Tree for training users how to make decisions, but a Decision Table is hard to read for these purposes. More commonly, a Decision Table is implemented in the system to make the decisions automatically.
Driving Completeness
The value provided by Decision Tables stems from the ability to walk through all possible combinations of choices. Assuming that every outcome, condition, and possible choice is identified, you can literally see that all the potential choices have been considered, and therefore your requirements for the decision scenario can be considered complete.

When you are analyzing Decision Tables, if you have any cells you do not know about, leave them blank and track them for follow-up.

Using Decision Tables with Decision Trees
Decision Tables are used to identify all possible conditions and choice combinations and their resulting outcomes. You can also use them to eliminate combinations that are not relevant. Finally, you can use the Decision Table to build a corresponding Decision Tree to better visualize the decisions and look for additional opportunities to simplify the logic. Generally, if you plan to create an ordered Decision Tree, you should order the conditions in the Decision Table by using the same order that you use to make the decisions in the ordered Decision Tree.

Deriving Requirements
A complete Decision Table indicates that you have modeled all of the requirements and business rules related to a particular set of decisions. You might also need to write out individual statements from your table for developers and testers to work from. Each complete column of the Decision Table represents one business rule you need to write; the rule describes the conditions under which the outcomes occur. Decision Tables can sometimes act as stand-alone requirements for developers and testers.

When to Use
Decision Tables are best when the order of the decisions does not matter. If the order does matter, you can use Decision Tables to identify all combinations of conditions and simplify them before you create a Decision Tree, but you still must create an ordered Decision Tree.

If you are in an elicitation session and have no time to prepare in advance, use a Decision Table with your business stakeholders to elicit an initial draft of the logic, because you can create Decision Tables very quickly.

Modeling Complex Logic
Decision Tables are usually supplements to System Flows (see Chapter 13, “System Flow”), UI Flows (see Chapter 14, “User Interface Flow”), Process Flows (see Chapter 9, “Process Flow”), or Use Cases (see Chapter 10, “Use Case”). The Decision Table model is used to simplify any of these models by removing the complex decision logic from the main flow. This allows the audience to focus on the overall picture of the flow in those models without getting lost in the details.
It is very useful to use Decision Tables alongside these other models when there are validation steps. For example, in a Process Flow to create an order, there might be complex logic to check that the proper fields are completed and formatted correctly, with different error paths if they are not. These validation steps can be represented in a Process Flow, but if there are many of them, it would be easier to read both the Process Flow and the logic steps by putting the validation into a Decision Table. Instead of putting them all in the Process Flow, the analyst can include one simple decision box in the Process Flow, such as, “Are order fields valid?” and can then reference the Decision Table, where that logic is further analyzed.

A Decision Table should be created any time you have a scenario with a series of nested “if” statements. If you find you need to write two to three “if” statements in a row in a Process Flow or Use Case, you probably should use a Decision Table to model them instead.

Particularly if the order of the decisions is not relevant, a Decision Table is usually the best choice, especially if each combination of choices leads to a different set of outcomes. The visual structure of a Decision Table allows you to quickly see the logic represented by your decisions. A five-by-five table is much easier to understand and review than the 25 separate “if” statements that would have to be written up to describe the information in the table.

**When Not to Use**

Decision Tables are not ideal for documenting decisions that cause you to move around in your decision hierarchy. If you need to show any order to your decision-making process, you simply cannot use a Decision Table as your only model, because these models do not show order. Similarly, you cannot use a Decision Table if you want to show any loops in your logic. You can use a Decision Table to do your initial analysis to prune the tree, and then follow up with the Decision Tree to show the order of the decisions.

**Common Mistakes**

The following represent the most common mistakes we have seen with Decision Tables.

**Missing Permutations**

Make sure you calculate the number of possible rules to ensure that you gather them all.

**Overlapping Choice Ranges**

Ensure that your boundary conditions for ranges don’t overlap; be explicit by using >=, <=, >, and < symbols.
Not Combining Rules
Decision Tables can easily become large and unwieldy if you don’t reduce the total number of rules. Make sure that you have identified any conditions that are not important for a rule, and then remove the rules that vary by that condition and not by outcome.

Modeling a Sequence of Decisions
Decision Tables should not be used if you are trying to model a sequence of decisions that occur in order; a Decision Tree is more appropriate.

Related Models
Decision Tables outside of RML sometimes call the conditions factors and the outcomes actions. Most Decision Table nomenclature allows you to have a blank cell when an outcome does not apply, but we recommend that you do not leave cells blank, because you will not be able to tell whether blank means “not valid” or “I haven’t determined whether this is valid.”

The following list briefly describes the most important models that influence or are enhanced by Decision Tables. Chapter 26, “Using Models Together,” contains a more thorough discussion about all related models.

- **Decision Trees** These are used to visually show the decision logic in a tree structure. Also, the Decision Table can help you to create a Decision Tree.

- **Process Flows, System Flows, Use Cases, and User Interface (UI) Flows** Decision Tables are used to model complex logic found in them.

- **Data Dictionaries** The valid choices for conditions are based on data in the Data Dictionary and should use the <object.field> notation.

Exercise
The following exercise is intended to help you to gain a better understanding of how to use this model. The exercise is open ended, and therefore the answer you come up with could be substantially different than the answer that we have provided. There are potentially many correct solutions. The answer provides an explanation of how we arrived at our solution. You will gain the most out of the exercise by attempting to do it yourself before looking at the solution. The answers for the exercises can be found in Appendix C.
Instructions
Create a Decision Table for the following scenario.

Scenario
You are on a project to launch a new eStore to sell flamingos and other lawn decorations. You are capturing the rules for handling payment information. You decide a Decision Table will be the best model to capture the rules the system must implement to handle the different forms of payment. You know that the customer can store credit cards in his profile, but he can also choose to pay with a new credit card, check, or gift card. If he pays with a gift card, he will have to pay any balance with another payment form if there isn’t enough money available on the gift card. Use this information and your general knowledge about online payment options to create a Decision Table.

Additional Resources

- *The Software Requirements Memory Jogger* has an overview of Decision Tables with a good example in Section 4.11 (Gottesdiener 2005).
- Wieger’s *Software Requirements* has an example of a Decision Tree and Decision Table (Wiegers 2003).
- Chapter 4 of Davis’s *Software Requirements Revision* has a description of Decision Trees and Decision Tables (Davis 1993).
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CHAPTER 25

Selecting Models for a Project

When I decide to work on a project around my house, I start by selecting the tools to use. I first consider what type of project I’m doing and then consider what step in the overall project I’m working on, so that I can pick the right tool. For example, if I’m cooking, I use tools such as a mixer, measuring spoons, a rolling pin, a frying pan, and a spatula. I can further narrow my tool selection by the type of cooking I’m doing. If I’m baking, I would more likely use a mixer than a frying pan. Finally, I pick the tools I need based on which steps in my cooking project I’m executing. Initially, I use measuring spoons and cups, then I use a mixer, then I might use a spatula or rolling pin, and finally I might use a baking dish and cooling rack near the end.

On the other hand, if my task is to build a bookshelf for the house, I would select different tools than those I use for cooking. I could use a hammer, a screwdriver, a saw, nails, and screws. Similarly, I can further narrow my tool selection at any point based on the step I’m at in the project. Early in the project, I might use a saw to cut the wood, but later I would use the hammer and nails to assemble the bookshelf.

To select tools for projects around my house, I determine what I’m trying to accomplish and then decide which tools best help me meet those goals. There are many RML models, and selecting the right models to use for specifying a solution is similar to selecting tools for home projects. The task can be overwhelming if all you have is a list of models without a framework to help you narrow the list.

This chapter will help you select models for your project based on the project phase you are executing and the project characteristics. For each of these factors, we overlay the model categories to ensure that you consider all types of models.

Selecting Models by Project Phases

Models are a key component of every stage of the software process. It’s important not to lose sight of the overall project approach and become bogged down in the minutiae of creating models, but rather to understand how the models fit into the approach to ensure a complete set of requirements during the entire development cycle. Figure 25-1 shows a generic requirements process and the activities that occur within each phase. The phases are envision, plan, develop, launch, and measure. Within each phase there are requirements-based activities. These process phases map to phases in virtually any development approach (such as waterfall, iterative, agile, and custom approaches). The focus is on the activities within the phases rather than how the phases are executed. The key is that no matter what your development approach is, within each phase there are activities that benefit from using requirements models.
Using the appropriate models helps all stakeholders understand the requirements so that nothing important is missed and only the requirements that are important are implemented. The following sections further discuss the role of models in each phase of the requirements process. Although these are described in an order similar to a waterfall approach, they can be applied in any development methodology.

The information from the following sections is summarized in a table in Appendix A, “Quick Lookup Models Grids.”

**FIGURE 25-1** A requirements process.

**Envision Phase**

The Envision phase occurs before a project is actually chartered. Executives who own corporate strategy and manage a portfolio, program, or product roadmap have to determine which projects to fund based on the value they add to the organization. This phase determines how the project supports the corporate or program strategy, what value the business stakeholders will receive from it, and what high-level features the stakeholders need to achieve that value.
During the Envision phase, a business analyst helps executives explore the business problems, determine the business objectives that all requirements eventually map back to, develop the business case for the project, and set a broad scope for the project. The business problems and objectives are captured in a Business Objectives Model, and the highest-level features are captured in a Feature Tree. The business objectives enable business analysts to determine the project’s priorities, which will be used throughout the entire project to help the team make decisions when cutting scope or when trying to decide which features to develop first.

You should also create initial high-level models such as Org Charts and Ecosystem Maps. Org Charts are a great starting point for creating people models, because they offer the opportunity to consider every single person or role that might affect or use the system. Though Ecosystem Maps do not identify specific requirements, they do identify the interfaces for which to elicit requirements and the systems that might be affected by the project. In addition to models, you should create an issues list to log every outstanding requirements-related unresolved issue or question. If you are not using a requirements management tool, then typical documents that you might produce during this phase might have names such as “business case,” “business requirements document,” “marketing requirements document,” “product backlog,” and “vision scope document.”

Models in Agile

Many organizations try to depict agile methods as mini-waterfalls. Even the requirements process diagram in Figure 25-1 could be interpreted as a mini-waterfall. However, it should not be interpreted in that way. The diagram is simply intended to classify the activities that a business analyst would perform regardless of the development approach. In a waterfall approach, each phase would require signoffs before the project could enter the next phase. In an agile project, all of the phases could be executed simultaneously within a particular sprint. However, even when you are using an agile approach, at some level (perhaps at the individual story level) you have to figure out the value of the story first (Envision); then the details of the story, such as acceptance criteria (Plan); then your developers build it (Develop), potentially updating the story as you gain a better understanding of the project; and then you test and deploy what you have just built (Launch). Within a sprint these phases might be occurring every single day, simultaneously.

Even when you are using an agile approach, on very large projects with many teams that have to synchronize their work, develop some of the models up front before any development begins. This is the best way to ensure that each team has a shared understanding of the overall business goals and system requirements. Models such as the Business Objectives Model and the Objective Chain help to ensure that all teams really understand the value of the project. Org Charts, Ecosystem Maps, Business Data Diagrams, and Process Flows ensure that all teams have a shared understanding of how users will need to use the system and the environment that they are working in. A product backlog is great for managing the project, but it provides no framework for determining which things need to be in the backlog in the first place. Models can be used to populate the backlog and determine any detailed requirements and business rules within each sprint.
Plan Phase
During the Plan phase, you are trying to determine how the software needs to work so that it will achieve the value expected by the business. By listing out all the requirements, including the functions the software needs, the business rules that influence the functions, and the non-functional qualities, you will create a complete list of requirements that your business stakeholders, developers, and testers can use to build, configure, or test the system to ensure that the business value is achieved. Identify which models are needed based on the characteristics of the project, and define a requirements architecture (described in Chapter 26, “Using Models Together”). Finally, you might select tools to create and store models that support the requirements architecture, and create a requirements plan that outlines when each of the models will be created in relation to the others.

You should test out your requirements architecture and process on a portion of the project, adjusting it as you determine what works best for your organization. Project priorities can change; analysts might find that the choice of models is not sufficiently capturing requirements, or a variety of other reasons can force the team to alter the requirements architecture. In these scenarios, it’s important to review the already created requirements and models to ensure that no additional artifacts need to be created or existing ones altered; changes to the requirements architecture often affect prior work.

This phase is where you will do most of the elicitation and analysis to complete models, working from a high level to more detailed models (see Chapter 26 for more about this). You also should derive requirements from models. In addition, you should continue to update your requirements issues list as you determine parts of models that you cannot yet complete.

During this phase, you might create a Key Performance Indicator Model (KPIM) to articulate how the project will improve or at least maintain the throughput of the business. You will also create Objective Chains to determine the scope of the requirements. You should create Business Data Diagrams (BDDs) and Process Flows to define and bound the project scope. The remainder of the models you need on the project will typically be created in this phase.

Further, you can use the Business Objectives Model to prioritize the analysis work you have to complete. If you are not using a requirements management tool, examples of documents that you might create during this phase include business requirements documents, system requirements specifications, functional requirements specifications, sprint backlogs, and user stories.

Develop Phase
After the models have been created, validated, and verified, the next step is to ensure that the development and testing teams understand what they need to build. Developers and testers will use models and corresponding requirements and business rules to build code, configure existing systems, and develop test cases. During your model creation, you should have derived requirements for most of the models. This is the phase for which it is most important to have done that step, because developers and testers have an easier time knowing that their job is done when they have a list of functional requirements and business rules that they can use as a “checklist” rather than just a model to build and test from.
During this phase it is important to fully explain the usage of the models to these teams; otherwise, the models might be interpreted and used in a manner for which they were not intended. For example, developers might use only the Use Cases and not look at the requirements if they do not understand how the two fit together. Further, they might look at only the requirements and not the models, missing the important context you set with the models.

It is common for this phase to also include steps for updating models that are now in a “locked” state as changes occur. This means that all changes to requirements and models must be approved and communicated to teams downstream of the business analysts because those teams might have created artifacts using those requirements and models.

During this phase, you should be maintaining your issues list as well as updating all documents and models as necessary. You should be engaged with the developers as they build the solution, and with testers as they ensure that the system is built properly. Your role is to clarify how the software should work, update priorities, and ensure that what is being built works the right way. No matter how well you document the requirements, there will always need to be verbal clarifications, especially as you get into the details of the business rules, usability, and detailed functionality of the system. As you explain the functionality, you will most often be using models to help other team members understand the context. For example, you could use a Process Flow to help the developers understand what the user is trying to accomplish, then use a BDD to explain how the business thinks about the data elements. During the development phase, you will be updating your existing documents and might create documents such as “user acceptance tests” or versions of previous documents tailored to specific development teams.

Launch Phase

During the Launch phase, the business stakeholders confirm that the solution meets their needs. They can use Process Flows and Use Cases to create user acceptance tests to perform this verification. When the system has stabilized to the point where the business evaluates and accepts the solution, it is ready to be deployed. Process Flows, Use Cases, Roles and Permissions Matrices, and Display-Action-Response (DAR) models can be used to create training materials for the new system. Typical documents created during this phase could include training manuals, user guides, help files, and any other materials that will ensure that users have high satisfaction and adoption rates.

Measure Phase

The Measure phase takes place after a new system is live and the users have adopted the system for their use. During this phase, analysts can measure the return on investment of the solution’s business objectives and use key performance indicators (KPIs) to truly determine the value that the project brought to the organization. By using real data and a live measurement, it is possible to confirm that the business objectives set at the start of a project in the Business Objectives Model were actually achieved. Furthermore, the organization can measure individual business processes to ensure that they have met KPI targets described in KPIMs. Documents created during this phase might include presentations to executives describing the return, lessons learned documents, or retrospectives.
Selecting Models by Project Characteristics

In addition to the project phase, you should take into account the characteristics of the project when selecting which models to use. Typically, the first questions to ask are:

- Is this system being custom built from scratch, or will it be purchased from a vendor?
- Will the system replace an existing system entirely, result in a new implementation, or enhance an existing system?

There are several common project characteristics that can be used as guidelines to help determine which models to use. The list of project characteristics in the sections that follow is not meant to be comprehensive but is meant to give you a starting point for determining which models might be appropriate for your project. Project characteristics are not mutually exclusive, so you probably will have multiple characteristics that apply. For example, a project to replace an existing system can also be a cloud implementation. A system that will exist in a large ecosystem might also be an analytics system.

A Model to Select Models

Notice that we actually use a model to communicate how to select models by project characteristics. We use a grid that has all project characteristics down the left side and all models across the top. However, leaving the grid in that form would have given us 20 items in the list of characteristics, which is far more than 7+/-2 items. To make the grid more consumable, we further divided the characteristics into Objectives, People, Systems, and Data categories. Each project characteristic section in this chapter shows the relevant row of that grid. The complete grid is in Appendix A, for your quick reference later.

To select models using this section, first decide which project characteristics apply to your project, and then consider the suggested models for those characteristics (shown in rows in the grid in each section) to determine which models will be helpful on your project. The recommended models grid shown in each project characteristic uses the key in Table 25-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Cell Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likely to be needed</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Might be needed</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not needed based on this characteristic alone</td>
<td>blank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The meaning of blank cells is tricky and is important to understand so that you can interpret this information correctly. If a cell is blank, it means that the particular characteristic alone does not indicate the need for that particular model. The project might still need the model, though, because of another relevant project characteristic. Conversely, if the cell is filled in, it means the characteristic alone is sufficient to indicate that the model is needed for that type of project. For example, you
might notice that the Business Objectives Model is not indicated for most of the characteristics. That's because the use of a Business Objectives Model is dependent on a project having one of only a few of the characteristics; however, those characteristics are actually pretty common, and at least one of them will apply to almost all projects. Also, a project for implementing enhancements to replace existing systems functionality might need a KPIM, but it needs the KPIM because the project is replacing an existing system, not because it is an enhancement.

Objectives Characteristics

The following objectives characteristics help determine which objectives models are needed based on the type of project implementation.

Greenfield Projects

A greenfield project is one in which a brand new system is custom built from scratch because no system currently exists to provide the needed functionality. A primary consideration in these projects is scope, because it can easily balloon out of control. Many future users of these systems will offer input on features and requirements that they have for the system, and it is important to prioritize these requests in the context of a Business Objectives Model and Objective Chains. You should create a Feature Tree to show all planned features, and then tie each feature to a business objective so that the organization only builds the features that have the most value. A Requirements Mapping Matrix (RMM) is important to ensure that requirements ultimately map back to business objectives through other models.

Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) Projects

The goal of a COTS project is to evaluate and select a third-party solution to solve a business problem and then implement it. We have broken the COTS project characteristic into two aspects, selection and implementation, because in many organizations they exist as completely separate efforts with differing model needs. Often the selection phase proceeds, but then COTS implementation does not occur because the team decides to build a new system or improve the existing system.

COTS selection The selection phase involves qualifying vendors, determining what the primary business objectives are, and ultimately selecting a system that meets an organization's needs. Creating a Business Objectives Model and Objective Chain might be important to ensure that the selection
process focuses on the systems that provide the greatest return on investment (ROI) as defined by the business objectives.

During the selection phase of a COTS system, many organizations create a list of features that the organization needs. This method is extremely weak because it does not address how the software satisfies the business process. To resolve this, you should use Process Flows and KPIMs to prioritize the Process Flows and determine the features that support the most critical business processes. You should use an Org Chart to ensure that you are talking to all of the right people about their Process Flows. During interviews with the vendor, you can use the highest-priority Process Flows to have the vendor demonstrate exactly how those processes and KPIs would be satisfied by using their software. You might still want to create a Feature Tree to help you quickly summarize the features deemed to be most important. An RMM helps you keep your features prioritized. In addition, a BDD should be used to ensure that there are no major discrepancies in data models between the software and the business needs. A Data Dictionary might not be needed because the individual fields typically do not require major changes. Finally, an Ecosystem Map should be used to ensure that there is a good understanding of the integrations that the COTS system will need to support. The vendor should be prepared to address gaps between the models and the COTS system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COTS selection</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Business Objectives Model</th>
<th>Key Performance Indicator Model</th>
<th>Feature Tree</th>
<th>Requirements Mapping Matrix</th>
<th>Org Chart</th>
<th>Process Flow</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Roles and Permissions Matrix</th>
<th>System Flow</th>
<th>Display/Action Response Model</th>
<th>Decision Table</th>
<th>Decision Tree</th>
<th>System Interface Table</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Business Data Diagram</th>
<th>Data Dictionary</th>
<th>Data Table</th>
<th>State Diagram</th>
<th>Report Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COTS implementation** The implementation phase of a COTS project could be part of an existing system replacement project, but it could also represent installation of a completely new system. If the COTS system is replacing an existing system, and there is little customization, KPIMs are better because they help ensure that business throughput is maintained at desired levels. If there is significant customization, then there are features that you can map to business objectives by using a Business Objectives Model and Objective Chain. If the COTS system is not replacing an existing system or is introducing a significant amount of new functionality, defining the business objectives and their relationship to features by using a Business Objectives Model and Objective Chain is crucial to prioritizing features.

Org Charts can help ensure that all existing users are represented. Process Flows ensure that those users’ functionality needs are understood. The RMM is helpful for ensuring that all requirements of the business processes are implemented in the new system. A Roles and Permissions Matrix is useful because many COTS systems allow you to configure roles out of the box, so this helps you decide who should have those roles and what permissions those roles should have. Ecosystem Maps and System Flows are important if the COTS system will be deployed in an existing ecosystem, to help identify
integration points. BDDs and Data Dictionaries help ensure that data used in existing systems or processes is considered, whether it is to be converted to a new type of data or not. Most COTS software comes with standard reports, so Report Tables are important to define how those are deployed. Use Cases might be used to describe how users will interact with the COTS software directly. DAR models might be useful because tables can be created for each element in the UI that is configurable, to help capture the configuration requirements.

Enhancement Projects
An enhancement project makes a major change to an existing system by adding new functionality to the system’s capabilities. Because enhancement projects tend to primarily focus on new capabilities, focusing on mapping features to business objectives is paramount to minimize gold plating. The Business Objectives Model and Objective Chain are extremely important, because they allow you specifically to restrict the solution’s scope to the appropriate people, systems, and data. The RMM will help you continue the traceability by mapping requirements to other prioritized models to control scope. The Feature Tree can provide a quick view of all features that are in scope for implementation.

Because an existing system is being modified, often the data model is not changing. In these cases, a BDD is not necessary. By the same token, if the new features do not require additional integration, then an Ecosystem Map might not be necessary either.

People Characteristics
The following project characteristics are related to the users who use the system.
Systems with Extensive User Interaction

Systems with extensive user interaction are defined as those that have many users performing many types of operations in the system. You should focus on people models first. Typically, Process Flows will be used in a project that is heavily driven by the user interface (UI). Use Cases might be helpful to further describe user interactions. Roles and Permissions Matrices are helpful if you have a limited number of roles or types of user and need to implement a security model in the user interface. UI Flows and Display-Action-Response (DAR) models will be two of the most important models, because they illustrate visual aspects of the solution that Process Flows and Use Cases cannot capture. Each step in the Process Flows can then be linked to a DAR model to illustrate the UI in the level of detail needed.

If you are replacing an existing system or automating a process, KPIMs will probably be helpful because of the increased focus on end-user throughput and completion of tasks. If your project is an enhancement with an extensive UI, these models will be key in order to allow you to keep a consistent look and feel with the current software.

Customer-Facing Systems

Customer-facing systems primarily have users that are external to the organization that is implementing the system. There are typically a few internal roles as well, such as administrative roles, but most users are from outside the organization.

Because the users are external, Org Charts are typically not helpful. Roles and Permissions Matrices might be used to define the type of permissions necessary for security in the system. Process Flows and Use Cases might be important to describe how the customers will use the system. UI Flow and DAR models should be created to ensure that the user interface is easily navigated and used by external users. This is important even if there aren’t very many customer-facing screens.
Business Process Automation Projects

Business process automation projects either fully or partially implement the business’s processes in a system. These projects use KPIMs because the performance of existing manual processes can be measured to ensure that the performance levels are either maintained or improved in the new system. Org Charts are important to ensure that you talk to all existing business stakeholders who execute the process. Process Flows can be used to document existing business processes that will be performed using the new system. Use Cases might help describe how those activities will occur in the system. Furthermore, future-state Process Flows and Use Cases can illustrate how the system should function and provide a basis for new training guides.

Roles and Permissions Matrices might be important for putting a security model in place. BDDs and Data Dictionaries will be necessary to describe the business data objects and fields used and manipulated in the process.

Workflow Automation Projects

A workflow is a specific type of business process that has a heavy emphasis on approvals and routing of information between groups. A project that automates a workflow typically requires a Process Flow to describe context for the workflow. These projects usually have a BDD to show the business data objects that are manipulated during the workflow. State Tables and State Diagrams can help show how the objects change state during the workflow. Typically, these projects have security needs related to who can perform functions at different steps in the workflow, so Roles and Permissions Matrices are helpful.
Systems Characteristics

The following project characteristics are related to the type of system being worked on.

System Replacement Projects

A system replacement project replaces an obsolete solution with either a custom-built system or a COTS system. When an existing system is being replaced, the business objectives are often related to goals such as improving throughput, performance, reduction in license fees, or reduction in maintenance costs. These goals are often not achieved through implementation of specific new features. Even if there are new features, a majority of the functionality simply needs to be maintained as compared to the legacy system. The Business Objectives Model and Objective Chains aren’t as useful because their purpose is to map the value (for instance, return on investment) of features to business objectives. Unlike projects that trace their value up to business objectives, existing system conversion projects should use KPIMs for business processes to prioritize requirements and business rules. At a minimum, the new solution must be able to maintain the KPIs at their current levels—there should be no degradation in overall efficiency from switching to a new solution.

The KPIM is one of the most critical models because it helps analysts demonstrate to business stakeholders that even if the new system behaves differently, the business outcomes will be the same or better. One common challenge with existing system conversions is that new software might cause a reduction in the KPIs of one group while improving the KPIs of another group. Even though overall the throughput and business value are positive, the group that is negatively affected might not approve the system unless they understand that the negative impact is in the context of an overall improvement to the business. You should use KPIMs to reassure the business stakeholders that the new system, though different, will still let them get their jobs done.

With the use of KPIMs, you will also need Process Flows against which to map the KPIMs. Org Charts, Ecosystem Maps, and BDDs are all valuable to an existing system conversion project as well, because they help you understand all current users, the existing system integrations that might need to be replaced, and the full set of data the business cares about. Process Flows are needed to describe the activities that users perform in the existing system. Report Tables are needed because existing systems almost always have reports that need to be converted to the new system.
Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Real-time and embedded systems have significantly smaller or more primitive user interfaces than most user-facing systems. The goal of these types of projects might be to implement automation or controller systems. In real-time and embedded systems, System Flows are the dominant models. Ecosystem Maps and System Interface Tables might be helpful if the real-time system has interfaces with many other systems. Most people models will not be helpful, because a majority of the effort will focus on the steps within the system. Real-time and embedded systems often have very simple data models, so a BDD and a Data Dictionary might not be necessary. Although the system will obviously be dealing with data, it is most likely doing so at a technical level, so the business stakeholders are not concerned about the details of the data itself. State Tables and State Diagrams are commonly used, because these types of systems often have complex state changes that trigger behaviors.

Large-Ecosystem Projects

Projects with large ecosystems have many existing systems that interact. You should focus on the systems first by starting with an Ecosystem Map. System Interface Tables might be needed to describe the interface requirements between systems. Identify the business data objects to create BDDs, and then use Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) to show the flow of data between the systems. Data Dictionaries will be necessary to describe the fields and rules for the data.

Internal IT Systems

Internal IT systems are systems in which all (or most) of the users are internal to the organization. These systems are deployed in one organization’s environment. Org Charts will certainly be used because the users are internal, and Process Flows are necessary because they define how the business will use the
internal system. Roles and Permissions Matrices will probably be used to describe the security model for users. Ecosystem Maps are helpful to show how the system fits in with other existing systems in the IT organization, and System Interface Tables might be helpful if the interface requirements are important to the business stakeholders.

### Hardware and Software

Systems that have both hardware and software components to be implemented typically have many inputs and outputs to be considered. Although people and data models are important, system models are the most critical to create for this characteristic. An Ecosystem Map shows how the components are related, System Flows show how the hardware and software interact, and System Interface Tables describe the inputs and outputs between each component. Keep in mind that although these models are similar to technical models, the purpose of these models is to derive the requirements—whatever the business stakeholders need. Leave the technical documentation to the technical team.

### Packaged Software

Packaged software is software that is sold as stand-alone software. Packaged software should heavily use people and data models and will probably use few system models. Process Flows and Use Cases are helpful for showing how the users will interact with the software. Org Charts are not useful because the users are not common to one environment. Feature Trees are useful for actually building the "packaging" for the software. RMMs help control scope by mapping the requirements to Process Flow steps to ensure that extra features that are not anticipated to create significant value for the users are excluded. UI Flows and DAR models are important for modeling the user interface.
Cloud Implementation Projects

In cloud implementation projects, you are implementing a cloud solution to solve a business problem. The fact that the project is a cloud implementation does not influence the selection of requirements models as much as other the other characteristics do. For instance, if the cloud implementation is part of a large ecosystem, then an Ecosystem Map will be useful to show how the cloud part of the solution interacts with other parts of the system, a System Flow can help describe the system steps, and System Interface Tables might be necessary to describe the interfaces. The Org Chart might be useful in identifying users, and Roles and Permissions Matrices can define security access in the cloud for the user types. Process Flows can be used to describe how users will interact with the cloud. Also, state models are often useful because cloud implementations typically are based on user states, such as logged on, logged off, online, or offline.

Web App Projects

Web apps expose functionality and display data to users through a web interface. Because the web app is communicating to a back-end server, an Ecosystem Map is helpful for showing the architecture, but System Flows are most important for describing those interactions. Data models are important for showing what data exists in the system and is passed between the server and client, so you should create a BDD and a Data Dictionary. UI Flows and DAR models are often helpful for building the web interface, to ensure that it is usable.
Mobile Systems

Systems with mobile capabilities are intended to be deployed at least partially on mobile devices. Mobile systems should have Use Cases that precisely describe how users will interact with the mobile device, and they might use Process Flows to describe users’ goals with the device. Ecosystem Maps and System Flows might be helpful to show the interfaces and interactions between the mobile system and the servers it communicates with. Because mobile devices have limited screen size and sometimes slow interaction times, UI Flows and DAR models are helpful to ensure that the screens on the mobile device are designed efficiently and can be easily used.

Projects with Complex Decision Logic

Projects with complex decision logic automate a decision process. These projects typically have other characteristics that drive model selection. You should use Decision Tables and Decision Trees to model the complex logic. State Tables and State Diagrams might be needed because many decisions are based on states in the system.
Data Characteristics
The following project characteristics are related to the data needs of the system.

Analytics and Reporting Components
Systems that have analytics and reporting components are typically used in business intelligence to help people make decisions based on large data sets. In fact, these projects can be identified by their business strategy—any project that involves getting information to make a decision has significant data requirements.

Projects that involve significant volumes and use of data need several data models to accurately document the requirements. You can use the BDD to determine which types of data are involved in the project, DFDs to describe the flow of the data, and Data Dictionaries to further describe the data. Report Tables are a necessity if you are creating reporting requirements.

Often Process Flows and the other people models aren’t needed at all for a pure analytics project. However, keep in mind that Report Tables include decisions that need to be made. For a very large business intelligence project, prioritizing reports might require Process Flows for determining which reports support the most important processes and for articulating the decisions that need to be made. Also, decision models might be helpful on analytics projects.

Database Back-End Components
Many projects will have a database back-end component. These systems contain data that is used by and stored in the system. For these projects, you will need to identify all of the business data objects in BDDs and define their flow between processes, systems, and storage components in DFDs. You should also define the actual field-level details in Data Dictionaries. Keep in mind that you do not need to document the database schema or physical architecture of the database servers. Instead, focus on documenting how the business stakeholders think about the data.
Data Warehouse Components

Data-heavy systems contain many business data objects and pass a large volume of data between systems. You will probably use many non-data models, but you should focus on data first, by identifying business data objects to create BDDs, then completing DFDs. You can create Data Dictionaries to provide an increased level of detail for the data requirements.

Project Examples

An existing financial services system is to be replaced with a heavily customized COTS product that will integrate to several other existing systems. The system will be used by hundreds of thousands of customers every day. The team works with several departments that handle the various regions that are transitioning to the new system. A majority of the functionality will be maintained. Figure 25-2 shows the appropriate characteristics and most useful models for this project.

Another project is to build a single-user game for a mobile device. Figure 25-3 shows the appropriate characteristics and most useful models for this project.

A final project is to select and implement COTS software to manage a loan approval process. Figure 25-4 shows the appropriate characteristics and most useful models for this project.
### CHAPTER 25
Selecting Models for a Project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Business Objectives Model</th>
<th>Objective Chain</th>
<th>Key Performance Indicator Model</th>
<th>Feature Tree</th>
<th>Requirements Mapping Matrix</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Chart</th>
<th>Process Flow</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Roles and Permissions Matrix</th>
<th>Ecosystem Map</th>
<th>System Flow</th>
<th>UI Flow</th>
<th>Display Action Response Model</th>
<th>Decision Table</th>
<th>Decision Tree</th>
<th>System Interface Table</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Business Data Diagram</th>
<th>Data Dictionary</th>
<th>State Table</th>
<th>State Diagram</th>
<th>Report Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COTS implementation</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensive user interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer-facing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System replacement</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large ecosystem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database back-end components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected models for scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 25-2** Models for a financial services example project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Business Objectives Model</th>
<th>Objective Chain</th>
<th>Key Performance Indicator Model</th>
<th>Feature Tree</th>
<th>Requirements Mapping Matrix</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Chart</th>
<th>Process Flow</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Roles and Permissions Matrix</th>
<th>Ecosystem Map</th>
<th>System Flow</th>
<th>UI Flow</th>
<th>Display Action Response Model</th>
<th>Decision Table</th>
<th>Decision Tree</th>
<th>System Interface Table</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Business Data Diagram</th>
<th>Data Dictionary</th>
<th>State Table</th>
<th>State Diagram</th>
<th>Report Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer-facing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex decision logic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected models for scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 25-3** Models for an example mobile game project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Business Objectives Model</th>
<th>Objective Chain</th>
<th>Key Performance Indicator Model</th>
<th>Feature Tree</th>
<th>Requirements Mapping Matrix</th>
<th>People</th>
<th>Chart</th>
<th>Process Flow</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Roles and Permissions Matrix</th>
<th>Ecosystem Map</th>
<th>System Flow</th>
<th>UI Flow</th>
<th>Display Action Response Model</th>
<th>Decision Table</th>
<th>Decision Tree</th>
<th>System Interface Table</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Business Data Diagram</th>
<th>Data Dictionary</th>
<th>State Table</th>
<th>State Diagram</th>
<th>Report Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COTS selection</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS implementation</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow automation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex decision logic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected models for scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 25-4** Models for an example loan approval project.
Thinking About the Audience

Consider who the audience is when you select your models. All RML models are designed to be understood and used by all audiences. However, when you ask someone to review or use models, you should still select models that are most appropriate to them.

- Asking a vice president to review models that are very detailed might not be a good use of her time. Conversely, creating only very high-level models for developers and testers to use will not provide them with enough information to do their jobs.

- You might find that business stakeholders have a hard time telling you all of the systems and their integrations, whereas architects might not be very familiar with business processes or how the product manager intends users to use the system.

Regardless of who creates, reviews, and uses the models, you should make sure that your development teams are aware of the full set of models and requirements that you do create. Models linked to requirements provide additional information beyond just the checklist of requirements to be developed. Although models represent a way to organize and present information, it is still necessary to verbally communicate with all stakeholders to ensure that they understand the material. Handing over models without discussing them with the technical teams is a recipe for failure. You will never be able to capture every iota of information in the models.

Table 25-2 describes the most common stakeholder audience scenarios. The types of stakeholders who will directly help with creating a model are marked with a C, those who will be more likely to only review what you give them are marked with R, and those who probably won’t use it at all are blank. The analyst is not listed in this table because it is assumed that he will help create and review all models.

**TABLE 25-2  Model Use by Audience Type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Technical</th>
<th>Executive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectives Models</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Objectives Model</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective Chain</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Performance Indicator Model (KPIM)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Tree</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Mapping Matrix (RMM)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>People Models</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org Chart</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Flow</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Case</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles and Permissions Matrix</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tailoring Models

When you are selecting requirements models, it is possible to get stuck trying to fit information into a structure that is not appropriate. It might be necessary to make small adaptations to the structure of some models based on the specific needs of a project. Each requirement model is flexible enough that the components can be tailored to the specific needs of the project.

The most common types of customization we see are the addition of coloring to highlight particular types of elements or the addition of elements, such as fields to a Data Dictionary or a particular shape from Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) to a Process Flow.

Avoid modifying the models unless it’s absolutely necessary to communicate additional information that the model does not normally contain. If you do need to modify them, do it in such a way that an untrained user can still consume them easily. If a model must be modified, the tailoring should take place before the start of the project rather than during the requirements process, to reduce the amount of rework and to avoid inconsistency in the requirements documentation. Often you might not recognize that a model needs to be modified until you have done a significant amount of work. In those cases, you will have to use your best judgment as to whether it is worth it to go back and fix the prior work.
Exercise

The following exercise is intended to help you to gain a better understanding of how to use the information in this chapter. The exercise is open ended, and therefore the answer you come up with could be substantially different than the answer that we have provided. There are potentially many correct solutions. The answer provides an explanation of how we arrived at our solution. You will gain the most out of the exercise by attempting to do it yourself before looking at the solution. The answers for the exercises can be found in Appendix C.

Instructions
Identify the project characteristics and select the appropriate models for the scenario.

Scenario
You are on a project to launch a brand new eStore to sell flamingos and assorted lawn decorations, and you have to document all of the requirements. Currently, orders are only taken over the phone and manually entered into the order system by sales representatives. You expect to have thousands of customers visiting the website every day. You know that there will be servers that push catalog data to the website and send the orders on to fulfillment.

As you explore the high-level features, you also learn that the eStore orders will have various states, such as “New,” “Received,” “Packaged,” “Billed,” “Shipped,” and “Returned.” The president of Wide World Importers wants to view reports that show him metrics such as sales volume, inventory volume, and inventory costs by month. In addition, the training team wants to be sure that the process of shopping is well documented from the point at which a customer arrives at the website to when he receives an order confirmation after checkout.